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D espite all the ballyhoo about surround 
sound there is still a real need for simple 
stereo record/playback machines but 
with added bells and whistles for those 

who need them. The trick is to design a machine 
that appeals to the widest possible audience while 
remaining simple enough to operate on a day-to-
day basis. As a technology matures, we usually see 
a rash of products designed to take advantage of it 
and Flash memory is no exception. The price has 
fallen dramatically and reliability and capacity have 
both increased by leaps and bounds in recent years. 
Provided you take reasonable precautions and buy 
qualified, high quality memory cards, the Flash audio 
recorder has arrived in the mainstream.

Fostex has a long and honourable history of 
producing excellent professional audio recorders at 
a sensible price, not least the first timecode DAT 
recorder. The UK£918 (inc. VAT) UR-2 stereo rack 
memory recorder is cast in the same mould. The 
first evidence of this is the power supply. This is an 
in-line ‘brick’ with the usual IEC socket but the output 
terminates in a latching 4-pin XLR and 12V or 24V 
battery supply is thus also possible. Quoted power 
consumption is a miniscule 5W making battery use 
on location a serious option. Supported formats range 
from 44.1kHz 16-bit PCM to 96kHz 24-bit PCM and 
now also a range of 44.1kHz MP3s.

With Flash recorders the filing system is often a 
difficult area. On the UR-2 although it is possible to 
create top-level user folders, wherever possible it is 
better to keep the folder structure as simple as possible 

— stick to a single BWFF folder per storage device 
containing all the audio files. If there is more than one 
folder present, certain functions, Power On Play and 
Relay Play Mode (plays all files sequentially) will not 
be available. The play modes are many and varied.

The default is Single, which simply plays the 
selected file then stops; All plays back every file on the 
current storage device in the order they were recorded; 
Relay does the same as All but for all storage devices 
set currently; and Chain-single plays a single file from 
a Chain Playlist on the current storage device. Several 
Chain Playlists can be stored on the same device and 
selected via the Chain Play Set menu entry. Chain-All 
plays back all files in a Chain Playlist on the current 
storage device and Chain Playlists can reference up to 
250 files. In and out points can be set per entry and 
Cue points are set using scrub audio to locate the exact 
position. Digital scrub is of the ‘endlessly repeat a very 
short section’ variety which I’m not that keen on but 
it works well enough.

Memory mode enables you to map files to the 
number keys on a connected USB keyboard, this is 
useful for cueing sound effects and stings. You can 
use the Timed Play mode to make file playback start 
or end at a certain point along the lines of, ‘….At the 
third beep the race starts — Beep. Beep. BEEP.’ Time 
is referenced to the internal clock so you need to set 
this accurately for some applications. For all modes 
apart from Memory, by engaging the Repeat function 
the selected playback is continued ad nauseum until 
stopped manually. 

Chain and Timer Playlists are saved in the common 

CSV format (Comma Separated Value) and can thus 
be edited easily using a text editor or spreadsheet on 
a computer.

On the record side, recordings can span SD cards 
and be up to 4Gb in size. Loop Record begins to 
overwrite at the beginning when the maximum 
capacity is reached.

If a microphone is connected this can be used not 
only for recording but also to voice-over what ever is 
being played back and an attenuate function makes 
this more useful for announcements and such like. 
Playback volume is lowered by 6dB, 12dB or can be 
muted when the Mic button is pressed and the action 
of this key can be momentary or latching. The menu 
system is largely intuitive and anybody familiar with 
turn and push plus cursor key navigation will have 
no trouble.

Although it is perfectly possible to use this machine 
for music recording and post applications the UR-2 is 
probably most at home with AV applications such as 
shows, stations, supermarkets, and bars. Connecting 
to a PC for file upload/download is simple; the unit 
is seen as a USB mass storage device. Alternatively, 
remove the storage card and plug it into a PC.

The UR-2 has a number of compelling features. Two 
SD slots increase versatility considerably over its rivals 
and the comprehensive parallel, serial and keyboard 
remote facilities extend its reach. Overall functionality 
is increasing with each software upgrade. A small but 
important point is the generous level available from the 
headphone socket. Build quality inspires confidence 
and everything feels robust and positive.

Whether you need a stereo machine for location 
recording or a sophisticated play out unit with voice-
over facilities, the UR-2 is up to the job. To achieve 
this level of versatility the machine is necessarily 
more complex than a simple tape recorder. However, 
once set up, operation is pleasantly simple. If you are 
in the market for a stereo Flash recorder the UR-2 
must be on the shortlist. n

Fostex UR-2
Whether you need a stereo machine for location recording or a sophisticated play out unit 

with voice-over facilities, ROB JAMES says this stereo rack memory recorder is up to the job.

UP FRoNt: on the front panel, the power switch is a positive mechanically latching item with a surround to 
prevent accidental operation. Phone jack and volume control are followed by a UsB keyboard port. A substantial 
steel panel secured with a thumbscrew conceals the two sd card slots and the UsB-Host and UsB-PC ports. 
tricolour indicator Leds for the two sd cards shine through translucent inserts in the panel -- red means that data 
is being written, orange equals reading and green means sd is present but inactive. the AutoPlay indicator Led 
and the shift key and indicator lie just above the removable panel. For the rest of the buttons, shifted functions 
are in brackets. Play Mode (edit), time (Repeat), File select (storage select) and display (display Brightness) 
keys lie to the left of the small but bright and easily legible organic electroluminescent display (this can be set 
to white on black or black on white). on its right are five larger, positive transport control keys and above the 
Record key lies the Record Ready button. Recording is one-touch once the UR-2 is in Record Ready mode. to 
the right of the Record Ready button is exit (Margin Reset) followed by a turn and press Menu/enter rotary, 
and |<< and >>| cursor keys that double as jump to next cue point buttons when shifted. Cue/Locate (time edit) 
and Mic in on/off (Mic in setup) have the analogue input Level and Mic input Gain pots below them. Finally, an 
XLR is provided for mic input with menu switchable phantom powering.

ARoUNd tHe BACK: Analogue Line inputs and outputs are pairs of XLR-3s with phonos as an unbalanced 
alternative. A blanking panel hides the receptacle for the optional Midi interface board. Aes-eBU stereo i-o is 
on XLR, footswitch is ¼-inch jack and the parallel remote, also providing tallies, is a 25-pin d-sub. the UR-2 can 
also be controlled by a computer via the Rs232 9-pin d-sub. 

PRos Robust professional recorder; wide 
variety of applications; easy to operate.

scrub is ‘endless loop’; no adjustment 
for ducking slope; not much else.

the Fostex LR16 is 16:4:2 mixer with 
a built-in 16-track recorder. A separate 
Connector Box contains the recorder 
and the i-o and this can be connected to 
the Controller/mixer via Cat5 cable to 
a distance of 50m. the digital desk has 
analogue-style operation with 16 input 
faders, four bus faders and a master 
fader. it has a built-in 80Gb drive for 16 
hours of 16-track at 16-bit/44.1kHz or 9 
hours at 24-bit/48kHz. there’s one-button 
record and a choice of MtR standalone or 
integrated operation. All channels have 
3-band eQ, digitally controlled trim and a 
limiter and there are built-in effects.
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